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Companies With
Science-Based
Climate Goals Cut
Emissions Faster
January 30, 2021 

Many large global companies
have now set a target for getting to
net-zero greenhouse gas emissions.
But with most of those deadlines
decades away, it can be difficult to
tell if they’re on track now.
Companieshavevaryingstandardsof
setting short-term climate goals and
differing ways of assessing whether
they’ve achieved them. In a recent
analysis, Bloomberg Green took stock
of the five-year sustainability goals
some of the biggest U.S. companies
had set in 2015. The results showed
that 138 out of 187 pledges had been
met, partly because they were
modest to start with. Net-zero
emissions goals are much more
ambitious than promising to plant
more trees or boosting energy
efficiency. It’s likely the companies
setting them have to make more
drastic changes.  

Shell Nigeria ordered
to pay compensation
for oil spills
January 30, 2021 

A Dutch appeals court has ruled
that the Nigerian branch of oil giant
Shell is responsible for damage
caused by leaks in the Niger Delta.
The court ordered Shell Nigeria to pay

compensation to Nigerian farmers,
while the subsidiary and its Anglo-
Dutch parent company were told to
install equipment to prevent future
damage. A group of farmers launched
the case in 2008, alleging widespread
pollution. Shell says the leaks were
the result of "sabotage". In a
statement on Friday, Royal Dutch
Shell said it was "disappointed" with
the verdict. The ruling can be
appealed against. The judgment
could have implications beyond
Nigeria, in terms of corporate
responsibility and the duty of care
multinationals have to the people in
the places where they operate,
reports the BBC's Anna Holligan from
The Hague.  

NGO: BlackRock's Net-
Zero Commitment
Under Scrutiny
January 26, 2021 

German NGO Urgewald state in a
Press Release that BlackRock’s CEO
Larry Fink "has not provided details
on what it will consider acceptable
regarding fossil fuel companies."
Blackrock has called for investee
companies to adopt targets of net
zero emissions by 2050 and said that
action will be taken if such targets
are not adopted. “Larry Fink’s new net-
zero commitment could be a positive
step if it were paired with concrete and
immediate action to stop investing in
new fossil fuels. But a year after its
first, extremely weak coal
commitment, BlackRock has yet to
announce a more ambitious policy.
Rather, BlackRock’s $24bn

investments in coal expansion are a
perfect illustration of how investors
can hide behind ESG credentials and
net-zero commitments.  

ATP banishes Rio
Tinto and eight
others after detailed
fact-finding
January 26, 2021 

Denmark’s statutory pensions
giant ATP revealed it excluded nine
more companies from its investment
universe last year, as a result of the in-
depth corporate social responsibility
(CSR) fact-finding process it has the
policy of conducting. Mining firms
Rio Tinto, Vale and BHP were shown
the door by the DKK936bn (€126bn)
pension fund, as well as big textile
and hydroelectric businesses.
However, these blacklistings did not
necessarily result in divestments,
since some of the stocks were absent
from the portfolio, according to a
spokesman for the pension fund, who
declined to give a figure for any
divestments that were made, but
referred to ATP’s upcoming full-year
report due to be published on 11
February.  

Goldman Sachs,
Citigroup, JPMorgan
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to pause political
donations
January 26, 2021 

Goldman Sachs Group Inc.,
Citigroup Inc. and JPMorgan Chase &
Co. plan to pause all political
contributions, joining a growing list of
companies changing or reviewing
their donation policies in the
aftermath of riots at the Capitol in the
past week. Goldman is still
formulating its measures that will
probably curtail future political giving
to the elected leaders who fought to
overturn the 2020 result. A
representative for the firm confirmed
the plan. JPMorgan, the largest U.S.
bank by assets, said it’s planning a
six-month suspension to both
Republicans and Democrats.
Citigroup said it intends to
temporarily stop all political
contributions in the current quarter.
“We want you to be assured that we
will not support candidates who do
not respect the rule of law,” Candi
Wolff, Citi’s head of global
government affairs, said in a memo
to employees.  

China hits back over
UK demand on human
rights abuses in
Xinjiang
January 26, 2021 

China has vowed to defend itself
against a UK Government demand
that companies ensure their supply
chains are free from forced labour in
the north-western Chinese region of
Xinjiang, or face punishing fines. The
comment came after Foreign
Secretary Dominic Raab said officials
had issued guidance to British firms

with ties to Xinjiang on how to carry
out due diligence checks. The UK
Government intends to exclude
suppliers and review export controls
to prevent the shipping of any goods
that could contribute to such
violations in Xinjiang, where China is
accused of widespread rights
violations against Uighurs and other
Muslimminoritygroups.Chinadenies
allegations of rights abuses and
forced labour, saying it aims only to
raise incomes among minorities and
stamp out radicalism.  

Deutsche Bank to pay
more than US$124
million to resolve
bribery
January 26, 2021 

Deutsche Bank AG agreed to pay
more than US$124 million to avoid
prosecution and resolve charges it
violated U.S. anti-bribery and
commodities trading laws, the latest
blow for the German bank as it tries
to repair its image after a series of
scandals. The payout, roughly two-
thirds of which is a criminal fine, is
part of a three-year deferred
prosecution agreement with the U.S.
Department of Justice, and a related
civil settlement with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange
Commission. Both accords were
made public on Friday at a hearing in
the federal court in Brooklyn, New
York. Deutsche Bank said "we take
responsibility for these past actions,"
which occurred from 2008 to 2017,
following "thorough" internal probes
and full cooperation with authorities.
U.S.  

Report indicates
leading electronics
brands fall short in
protecting female
workforce from
hazardous chemicals
January 25, 2021 

Female factory workers in the
Philippineswhomanufacturedevices
such as laptops and smartphones for
the global market are exposed to a
wide range of hazardous chemicals
at work. A previous Swedwatch
report, Toxic Tech – Occupational
poisoning in ICT manufacturing,
details how these women work in
poorly ventilated rooms where they
are exposed to hazardous chemicals
without proper equipment or training.
In interviews conducted by
Swedwatch for the earlier report, they
described how they have suffered
severe effects on their health,
including cancer and miscarriages. In
the Philippines unions and labour
rights defenders are under constant
attack and dozens of human rights
defenders are murdered every year.  

Unions that endorsed
Biden are now
criticizing him for
canceling Keystone
pipeline
January 24, 2021 

Unions that endorsed Joe Biden
for president are experiencing some
buyer's remorse only days after his
inauguration. In one of his first
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actions in the White House, President
Biden canceled the Keystone XL
pipeline. Now, the unions that
supported Biden are criticizing the
newly-elected president for the
political move that they say will "kill
thousands of good-paying union
jobs!" The Keystone XL pipeline was
first proposed in 2008, but the Obama
administration vetoed the 1,200-mile
pipeline in November 2015. On his
fourth day in office, former President
Donald Trump signed an executive
order to advance the $8 billion
Keystone XL pipeline project, which
would pump 35 million gallons of
crude oil a day from Alberta, Canada
to Steele City, Nebraska.  

Britain introduces
new policies to end
supply-chain linked
to human rights
violations in Xinjiang
January 22, 2021 

British companies will need to
switch their supply chains away from
Xinjiang under a new raft of policies
announced by Foreign Secretary
Dominic Raab on Tuesday, as
international actions grow over
allegationsofhumanrightsviolations
by China against Uygur Muslims in
the region. Addressing parliament,
Raab said that evidence existed of
forced labour among Muslim Uygurs
in Xinjiang; the United Nations has
estimated at least 1 million Uygurs,
among others, have been held in
internment camps. "I have made my
concerns over Xinjiang clear directly
to China's Foreign Minister Wang Yi,"
Raab said. "China's response is to
deny, as a matter of fact, that any
such human rights violations take
place at all. They say it's lies."  

AP7 divests €27m of
coal stocks
January 21, 2021 

Sweden’s AP7 announced it is
blacklisting all companies making
new major investments in coal
production and coal power, widening
the scope of the climate-linked
divestment policy it has followed up
to now. The SEK600bn (€59bn) state
pension fund said the move to evolve
its process linked to the Paris
Agreement goals to mitigate climate
change had meant the immediate
exclusion of 10 firms from its
investment portfolio. The fund said it
had just completed the sale of these
stocks with a total value of SEK273m
(€26.6m). AP7, which manages the
default option in Sweden’s defined
contribution premium pension
system, said in a statement: “The
focus on coal companies is because
research shows that the single most
important method for mitigating
climate change is to stop using coal
as a source of energy.”  

Investigating Claims
Against Exxon Mobil
Corporation
January 20, 2021 

The Schall Law Firm Announces
It Is Investigating Claims Against
Exxon Mobil Corporation.The
investigation focuses on whether the
Company issued false and/or
misleading statements and/or failed
to disclose information pertinent to
investors. Exxon is the subject of

a Wall Street Journal article published
on January 15, 2021, titled, "Exxon
Draws SEC Probe Over Permian Basin
Asset Valuation." According to the
article, the SEC is probing the
Company following a whistleblower
complaint. The complaint alleged
that the Company forced employees
working on an internal assessment to
use unrealistic assumptions about
how quickly its wells in the Permian
Basin could be drilled to achieve a
higher valuation. According to the
complaint, at least one employee who
complained about using the
unrealistic assumptions was then
fired. Based on this news, shares of
Exxon dropped by more than 4.  

Profit Shifting of
German Companies
to Low-Tax
Countries: tax losses
of EUR 5.7 billion
January 20, 2021 

Of the total global profits of the
largest German multinationals, 9
percent are accounted for by
subsidiaries based in tax havens.
According to estimates by the ifo
Institute, 62 percent of these profits
can be attributed to real economic
activity, while 38 percent are the
result of profit shifting to avoid taxes.
As a result, the German treasury is
missing out on annual tax revenue of
around EUR 1.6 billion. If the
activities of smaller German
multinationals and German
subsidiaries of foreign multinationals
are also included, this results in
annual tax revenue losses of EUR 5.7
billion. While the subsidiaries of large
German MNEs in high-tax countries
generated profits of around EUR
41,000 per employee, the figure was
around EUR 130,000 in low-tax
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European countries and EUR 73,000
in non-European tax havens.  

Conservative activists
urge House GOP to
rethink antitrust
crackdown
January 19, 2021 

Prominentconservativeactivists
are pressing House Republicans to
back off plans to help Democrats use
antitrust action to break up Big Tech.
A coalition of free-market and low-tax
advocates warned that the plan
threatens to give big government
bureaucrats control of the internet.
Momentum is growing on both sides
of the political aisle to break up the
major technology firms. The
experiences of conservative users on
platforms such as Facebook and
Twitter have given leverage to
antitrust enthusiasts within
Republican ranks. The conservative
activists, however, want the GOP
members to change course before it
is too late.  

iPhone plant violence:
160 arrested
January 19, 2021 

Wistron Infocomm
Manufacturing India Pvt Ltd has said
it suffered losses worth Rs 437.70
crore in the violence where a section
of workers went on a rampage at its
facility manufacturing Apple iPhones
and other products in Bengaluru’s

Narasapuraareaovernon-paymentof
promised wages. According to the
complaint by Wistron company
executive Prashanth TD, office
equipment, mobile phones,
production machinery and related
gadgets worth Rs 412.5 crore was
lost. Infrastructure worth Rs 10 crore,
Rs 60 lakh worth cars and golf carts,
smartphones and other gadgets
worth Rs 1.5 crore were among those
that were damaged, were stolen or
lost. He stated in his complaint that
5,000 contract labourers and about
2,000 unknown culprits carried out
the vandalism in the facility.  

Hong Kong activist
Nathan Law slams
firms 'colluding' with
Beijing
January 18, 2021 

Western firms operating in China
and Hong Kong are “compromising
their integrity,” one of Hong Kong’s
leading pro-democracy activists has
told City A.M. Nathan Law, one of the
leaders of the 2014 Umbrella
Movement protests in the territory
and now in exile in London, warned
that “Beijing manipulates its
economic power to conduct and
expand their authoritarianism” and
the “collusion” with businesses
risked undermining the west’s values.
The pointed criticism comes after
firms including HSBC and Standard
Chartered, headquartered in London
but who see significant revenues in
Asia, backed the imposition of a
draconian National Security Law in
Hong Kong. Law’s friend and fellow
activist Joshua Wong is amongst
more than a hundred pro-democracy
activists, campaigners and
journalists to have been arrested
since the law was introduced in June.

Net Zero Gaining
Momentum Like
Never Before Among
Investor And
Business Community
January 18, 2021 

This year, the number of the
world’s largest companies
committing to net-zero emissions
targets, meaning they will eliminate
as much of the greenhouse gases as
they produce, tripled to 1,500 from
the start of the year. Major tech
giants, including Amazon, Apple and
Microsoft, stepped up with some of
the boldest corporate commitments
to date. They pledged this year to
decarbonize their businesses within
the next 10 to 20 years, to set interim
science-based reduction targets and
to not rely on carbon removal to meet
their goals—in recognition of how
little time we have to tackle the worst
impacts of the climate crisis. Large
utilities, among those facing the
biggest shift, ratcheted up their
ambitions—Southern Company and
WEC Energy Group both set 2050 net-
zero commitments during the past
six months. Corporations weren’t the
only ones embracing net zero.  

Analysis: Many U.S.
corporate boards
don't fully understand
the climate crisis
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January 18, 2021 

Many corporate boards in the
U.S. are unprepared to tackle the
environmental risks posed by the
climate crisis, primarily because few
of their members have the
background to truly understand
what's at stake. Of the 1,188 directors
at 100 of the biggest U.S. companies,
just 6% had "relevant credentials" in
environmental protection and only
0.3% had expertise in either climate-
or water-related issues as recently as
2018, according to a study released
by New York University's Stern Center
for Sustainable Business. The
numbers are especially alarming
given that about 1,500 companies
have announced net-zero emissions
goals, and just a small fraction of
them have "concrete plans" in place
that will get them to their targets by
2050, according to a survey of more
than 600 corporate and institutional
investors by Bank of America Corp.  

US government
blames just two
Boeing test pilots for
Boeing’s Max ‘fraud’
January 18, 2021 

The US government’s criminal
case against Boeing rested on the
actions of just two Boeing employees
who prosecutors say conspired to
defraud the US government. That
fact, and the size of Boeing’s actual
fine for its role in the 737 Max
disaster, has some aerospace
analysts noting that larger issues
might remain unaddressed. “I’m far
from thrilled that, rather than actually
talking very much about changing the
company’s culture… there is simply
the insistence that a couple of pilots
bear the burden of the blame,” says

TealGroupanalystRichardAboulafia.
The US government says on 7
January that Boeing agreed to pay
$2.5 billion to settle a “fraud
conspiracy” related to certification of
the 737 Max. Two Max crashes – in
2018 and 2019 – killed 346 people,
spurring a global grounding and
numerous investigations.  

Total quits top U.S. oil
lobby over climate
policies
January 16, 2021 

LONDON (Reuters) - Total on
Friday became the first major energy
company to quit the main U.S. oil and
gas lobby due to disagreements over
its climate policies and support for
easing drilling regulations. Total said
it would not renew its 2021
membership with the American
Petroleum Institute (API) following a
review of the lobby’s climate
positions, describing them as being
only “partially aligned” with Total’s.
Its withdrawal from the century-old
API comes ahead of a sweeping
change in policy direction in the
United States, with incoming
President Joe Biden promising to
tackle climate change and bring the
country to net-zero emissions by
2050. The points of difference
include API’s support for the rollback
of U.S.  

Siemens & Enel
blacklisted by
Storebrand over

international law
concerns
January 16, 2021 

Siemens Gamesa, Siemens
Energy and Enel Spa have been
excluded by Norwegian asset
manager Storebrand for contributing
to violations of international law in
occupied Western Sahara. This week,
the Norwegian asset manager
Storebrand published its list of
excluded companies as of end of
2020. Three companies are added to
the list due to their operations on
occupied land: Spanish company
Siemens Gamesa, German company
Siemens Energy AG and Italian
company Enel SpA. “Climate projects
are fundamentally important, but
such investments should clearly not
be made at the expense of human
rights or international law”, Erik
Hagen of Western Sahara Resource
Watch told the news service
Responsible Investor today, adding
that WSRW commends Storebrand
for a “good and principled decision”.
All three companies were excluded
for operating on occupied land in
Western Sahara.  

Boeing to pay USD 2.5
million to resolve
criminal charge
January 15, 2021 

The Boeing Company on
Thursday (local time) agreed to pay
over USD 2.5 million to resolve a
criminal charge with the US
Department of Justice after being
accusedofconcealinginformationon
two Boeing 737 MAX crashes that
resulted in the deaths of 346
passengers. According to a press
release, Boeing entered into a
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deferred prosecution agreement
(DPA) in connection with a criminal
information filed on Thursday. The
criminal information detailed a
conspiracy to defraud the Federal
Aviation Administration's Aircraft
Evaluation Group (FAA AEG) in
connection with the FAA AEG's
evaluation of Boeing's 737 MAX
airplane. The company admitted that
it deceived the FAA AEG, through two
of its 737 MAX Flight Technical
Pilots, about an important aircraft
part called the Maneuvering
Characteristics Augmentation
System (MCAS) that impacted the
flight control system of the Boeing
737 MAX.  

Votes against election
certification to factor
into Cummins’
political giving
January 14, 2021 

Cummins Inc. has said it will
consider whether lawmakers voted
lastweekagainstcertifyingPresident-
elect Joe Biden’s victory before
making future donations to their
campaigns, joining a growing list of
companies that have said the GOP-
led effort to overturn the 2020
presidential election results will
factor into their political giving.
Through its political action
committee, Cummins, a Columbus-
based Fortune 150 company, has
made at least $26,000 in
contributions over roughly the past
two years to at least 27 of the 147
Republican members of Congress
who voted to overturn election results
in Arizona or Pennsylvania —
including Sen. Ted Cruz, R-TX, and
Rep. Greg Pence, R-IN, according to
the Federal Election Commission.  

Ex-Audi CEO blames
engineers’ ‘salami’
tactics for diesel woes
January 14, 2021 

Former Audi Chief Executive
Officer Rupert Stadler, on trial over
charges related to Volkswagen AG’s
diesel scandal, blamed engineers for
his failure to uncover widespread
cheating on emissions tests. Stadler,
testifying for the first time, told a
Munich court that engineers gave the
management board at the VW group’s
luxury-car unit insufficient
information to detect the fraud. The
57-year-old is the first of several high-
ranking VW executives to go on trial
in Germany over the diesel scandal,
which has cost the company at least
32 billion euros ($39 billion). A
separate trial is scheduled to start
against former VW CEO Martin
Winterkorn, 73, and other suspects in
the city of Braunschweig next month.
Stadler’s testimony stuck close to the
standard corporate defense that any
engine manipulation was the fault of
a group of rogue engineers. Coming
Clean 

Taiwan Cement were
accused of jointly
increasing the price
of ready-mixed
concrete
January 14, 2021 

In recent cases, five companies,
includingTaiwanCementandYadong

Ready-Mixed Concrete, were accused
of jointly increasing the price of ready-
mixed concrete. The fair held that
their actions were sufficient to affect
the functions of the ready-mixed
concretesupplyanddemandmarkets
in Tainan and Kaohsiung, and
imposed a 100 A fine of 10,000 to 20
million yuan was fined; after the five
business owners filed administrative
litigation, the court held that the
business was based on economic
rationality and the pursuit of
maximum benefits, and the economic
behavior was decided by independent
will and the penalty was cancelled. In
addition, not every kind of joint
behavior is prohibited. Joint
behaviors that are beneficial to the
overall economy and public interest
can legally exist and be implemented
with the permission of the Fair.  

Deutsche Bank will
not do future
business with Trump
January 12, 2021 

Deutsche Bank will not do
business in the future with U.S.
President Donald Trump or his
companies in the wake of his
supporters' deadly Jan. 6 assault on
the U.S. Capitol, the New York Times
reported. Deutsche Bank is Trump's
most important lender, with about
$340 million in loans outstanding to
the Trump Organization, the
president's umbrella group that is
currently overseen by his two sons.
The NYT cited a person familiar with
the bank's thinking. A spokesman for
Deutsche Bank declined to comment
on Tuesday. The Trump Organization
did not immediately respond to an
email seeking comment outside
normal business hours, and the White
House press office did not answer
the phone. Christiana Riley, the head
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of the bank's U.S. operations, last
week condemned last week's
violence in a post on LinkedIn.  

Exxon versus BP:
Reputation Risk in
the Era of ESG
January 12, 2021 

Interest groups are applying
pressure to investors and urging
boycotts and divestment of
companies in the fossil fuel business.
They are warning other businesses,
from marketing to insurance, to
engage with this industry only at their
peril. At the same time, the popularity
among investors of companies that
have been awarded high marks for
their commitment to environmental
sustainability,social justiceandwoke
governance (ESG) is leading to
initiatives that are disconnected from
core corporate mission. Energy
companies, caught in a reputational
bind, may well be raising hopes of a
verdant world beyond what is
practical today—and setting
themselves up for an eventual crash
with calamity that in court investors
will call a “liar’s discount.”  

Petrobras CEO calls
net zero a fad,
echoing Exxon’s focus
on oil
January 12, 2021 

Petrobras is pledging a 25% cut
in carbon emissions by 2030, but that

hasn’t stopped Chief Executive
Officer Roberto Castello Branco from
dismissing pledges by peers to
completely neutralize their carbon
footprints two decades later. “That’s
like a fad, to make promises for 2050.
It’s like a magical year,” the head of
Brazil’s state-controlled oil giant said
in an interview. “On this side of the
Atlantic we have a different view of
climate change.” His stance more or
less echoes those of U.S. oil giants
Exxon Mobil Corp. and Chevron Corp.,
which have emission reduction plans
but have been outspoken about their
focus on crude. Shale explorer
Occidental Petroleum Corp. recently
became the first large American oil
producer to aim for net zero
emissions from everything it extracts
and sells by 2050.  

Boeing Charged with
Criminal Conspiracy
over 737 Max Fraud
January 12, 2021 

The recertified Boeing 737 Max
completed its first U.S. commercial
flight in December 2020. The Boeing
737 Max was banned in March 2019
after the Lion Air Flight 610 crash in
October 2018 in Indonesia that killed
189 people. This tragic accident was
followed five months later by the
Ethiopian Airlines Flight 302 crash
that caused the death of all 157
people aboard. The Boeing Company
has entered into an agreement with
the U.S. Department of Justice to
resolve a criminal charge related to a
conspiracy to defraud the Federal
Aviation Administration’s Aircraft
Evaluation Group (FAA AEG) in
connection with the FAA AEG’s
evaluation of Boeing’s 737 MAX
airplane. Boeing entered into a
deferred prosecution agreement
(DPA) in connection with a criminal

information filed in the Northern
District of Texas.  

Investors pressure
HSBC to ditch coal
January 11, 2021 

HSBC is facing pressure from
investors to stop lending to fossil fuel
companies, starting with those in the
highly polluting coal sector. Fifteen
institutional investors and 117
individual investors have backed a
shareholder resolution calling for
HSBC to set clear targets on reducing
financing for fossil fuel companies
and projects. The resolution, which
was coordinated by climate change
activist group ShareAction, calls on
the bank to set out a clear strategy in-
line with the international Paris
climate agreement. Signatories of the
HSBC resolution include Amundi,
Europe’s largest asset manager, and
Man Group (EMG.L), the world’s
biggest publicly traded hedge fund.
The institutions backing the
resolution manage a collective $2.4tn
(£1.7tn), according to Share Action.  
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